
  

The products

To create the following 
design you will need:

● All your normal preping and filing 
tools

● Sculpting forms
● Nail desinfectant and acrylic primer
● Acrylic liquid, pink and clear 

powder
● A small acrylic brush
● Flatstones in different colors
● Clear glitter powder
● Decorating foil pieces
● A UV top coat



  

Prep and Manicuring

●First santize your models hands. Then gently 
pushed back the cuticles and etch the nail with a 

240 grit prep file. 



  

Forms 

●Apply the sculptured forms. Desinfect and primer 
the natural nail area.



  

The base

●Starting at the cuticle area, create an extended 
nail bed using a cover pink powder. Then on the 
sculpting form create a thin base layer using the 

clear glitter acrylic. Move the acrylic into a stilletto 
shape to save filing time later on.  



  

Decorating foil 

●Place small thin pieces of silver decoration foil 
into the glitter acrylic. Make sure the pieces are 

suck down well and that you leave spaces in 
between each piece so the glitter acrylic shows 
through.Try to make each nail slightly different.



  

Cover and create your apex

●After you have finished applying the foil to all 10 
nails cover the whole nail using clear acrylic. 

Make sure you create a good apex. 
●Once dry, file and buff the nail smooth



  

Flatstones.

●Use a small amount of nail adhesive to stick 
flatstones in various colours to the nails. Try to 

stick the flatstones in different areas to make each 
nail slightly different. 



  

The final result
● Cover all ten nails 

with a UV top coat to 
protect the paint. 
Cure the top coat for 
120 seconds. Once 
finished apply cuticle 
oil.



  

By Bethany Grace Davison

Using "Dream" products by Essential Nails
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